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1. Write down a valid XML document and explain its validity based on a DTD. Make some
light on usage areas of XML.

2. Differentiate XML attributes and elements. Design a well-formed XML document listing
the students in your class with their address and contact no.

3. What is X-path and XSLT? Show how they are used together along with examples.

4. What are the applicable areas of XML as database? Why is XML database more preferred
over relational database in those areas?

5. What is X query. Explain FLWOR. Write a X query to select a contact
student from the XML document you prepared in question2.
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14+41

13+41

14+41

6. What is RDF scheme? Write a sample RDF schema.

7 . What is Sematic Web Layer cake, Explain.

8. what is soap? write are its advantages and disadvantages.

9. What is WSDL? Explain its structure.

10. What is XBRL? Discuss applications of XBRL.

1 1. Prepare a case study highlighting the benefits of XML based applicarion
sector. .
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1. Discuss history of XML with its goal. t41

2. Design an )il\4l document with irnaginary data to describe a cd collection. The cd
collection may have one or more cd records. Each cd has a Name, Artists, Released Year
and Price. Artist Name consists of First Name, Middle Name (optional) and Last Name.
Artists can be a band or a single artist. Create a XSL template to generate an htnl
document which displays the contents of the designed )CvIL document in a tabular
structufe. [3+5]

3. Explain what is DTD. How is XML schema better than DTD? [2+3]
4. Differentiate )Gv{L database and relational database. Describe working of a SAX parser. [2+5]
5. Explain in Brief about the FLWOR expressions in XQuery with suitable examples. t6l
6. What is XSLT? Describe different ways in which we can use XSLT. [2+4]
7. Use the following )CvIL doctrment to write down XPath exprcssions mentioned below: t6l

<Employees>
<Employee>

<FirstNameDeepak</First Name>
<LastNameThapa<LastN ane>
<Salary>25O00{Salary>

<lEmployee>
<Employee>

<FirstNampRaj ib</FirstName>
<LastNamPGurung</LastName>
<Salary>22000</Salary>

<Employee>
<Employee>

<FirstNam*Richa<lFirstName>
<LastNam*Shakya</LastName>
<Salary>32000</Salary>

</Employee>
</Employee>

a) Select FhstName of employees with salary greater than 23000
b) Select first two Employees
c) Select the last Employee *'\

8. What is RDF? List the container elements used in RDF.

9. Explain the main aspects of the semantic web.

10. What is Soap? Describe its structure.

1 l. Describe WSDL and its document structure?

12. Discuss the various applications of XML with examples.
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I . What is XML? Expiain in brief the history of XML.

2. Create a well formed XML document based on the DTD mentioned below:

< I EI,EMENT TVSCHEDIJLE (CHANNEL+; >
< ! ELEMENT CHANNEL (BANNER, DAT+) >
< ! ELEMENT BANNER (#PCDATA) >
< ! ELEMENT DAY (DATE, (HOLIDAY IPROGRAMSLOT+)+) >

< ! ELEMENT r{OLTDAY (#PCDATA) >
< ! ELEMENT DATE (#PCDATA) >
< ! ELEMENT PROGRAMSLOT (TIME, TITLE, DESCRIPTION?) >
< ! ELEMENT TIME (#PCDA'IA) >
< ! ELEMENT TITLE (#PCDATA) >
< ! ELEMENT DESCRTPTION (#PCDATA) >

< IATTLIST T'VSCHEDULE NAME CDATA # REQUIRED >
< IATTLIST CHANNEL CHAN CDATA #REQUIRED >
< IATTLTST PROGRAMSLOT VTR CDATA #IMPLIED >
< IATTLIST TITLE LANGUAGE CDATA #IMPLIED
l>

3. Write an example of XML document highlighting Syntax. Distinguish valid and well
formed XML document. [2+3]

4, Briefly describe how DOM parser and SAX parser work. Explain the conditions when
you would use them. [4+3]

5. Compare XQuery and XSLT. What is a FLWOR expression? 14+21

6. Compare XML enabled databases and Native XML databases, t6]
7. What is Xlath? Describe using an XML tree example. Illustrate how it is used in XSLT

[2-+4)

t6l

[2+2+2]

[2+4]

t5l

along with an example.

8. What is Linked Data? Mention the 4 basic principles of Linked Data.

9. What is OWL and what are its sublanguages?

10, What are Web Services? Ir4ention the uses of Web Services. t2+41

I I . Explain the Header, Body and Fault elements of SOAP. What is the role of WSDL? t6+21

12, What is XBRL? Write about XBRL instanee? t6l
13. Prepare a case study describing a real world scenario where XML based application will

be of great benefit. l7l


